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Abstract

A study of the stability properties of dense

partially ionized plasmas immersed in strong magnetic

fields with respect to velocity driven modes are

presented. First we will consider modes driven by mass motion

perpendicular to the lines of force and the unperturbed density

and temperature gradients. It will be shown that the presence

of a ,:iird fluid, neutral gas, gives under certain conditions

r: • to unstable modes. This type of instability arises

i -i' yjndently or whether the applied electric field transverse

to ti e lines of force, driving the mass motion, being parallel

or /»ntiparallel to the unperturbed density and temperature

^r-viient. We will show that the presence of neutral gas also

c rresponds to stabilizing effects which, in certain parameter

f igions, result in a quenching of this instability.

Further, we will also investigate modes driven by velocity

Kr.ear perpendicular to the lines of force. It will be shown

t. iat these types of modes are effectively stabilized by viscouS

and resistive effects. These effects are in certain
parameter r*pr«»s <««\rnngiy erthavr.p.ci on account of plasma-neutral

Interaction effects.

Finally, we will also investigate modes driven by velocity

shear parallel to the lines of force. In collisionless plasmas

these modes are stabilized by compressibility effects parallel

to the magnetic field and by finite Larinor radius effects. We

will show that additional stabilizing effects arise in dense

collisional plasmas due to coupling between various dissipative

mechanisms.

The dependence of critical velocity and velocity shear

perpendicular and parallel to the lines of force on ion

and neutral density, magnetic field strength and temperature

are illustrated graphically for numerical data typical of

high density rotating plasma experiments.



1. Introduction

In several previous investigations it has been shown that

introduction of a third fluid, neutral gas, into a two-fluid

plasma consisting of ions and electrons, changes in some cases

the stability properties drastically. In certain cases

plasma-neutral gas interaction effects correspond to stabilizing

effects. This has been shown to be the case for flute, kink,

ballooning, current convective and drift modes in dense

plasmas at moderate magnetic field strengths L̂ -~5i • T n e

stabilization mechanisms discussed are expected to become of

importance in for example cold mantle systems such as in certain

rotating plasma devices jjf} , and possibly also in future cold

mantle TokamaJts [Y], In certain cases plasma neutral gas interaction

gives rise to destabilizinq effects. It is even possible that new

instabilities, not being present in a two fluid approximation,

arise when considering a three-fluid plasma. This has been shown

to be the case for certain modes in tenous plasmas at densities

< 10 m~ with ionization degrees < 10" and ion temperatures

typically much less than electron temperatures in weak magnetic

fields. Thus, Kadomtsev and Nedospasov [8j have shown

that ion-neutral collisions play a crucial role for

the onset of a particular type of instability driven by an axial

electric field in glow discharges immersed in longitudinal magnetic

fields. This instability occurs when the magnetic field exceeds

a certain threshold value. This phenomenon was first observed

experimentally by Lehnert [pi. The explanation of the physical

mechanisms have been discussed qualitatively by Hoh and Lehnert

[103. The Kadomtsev Nedospasov theory has later been generalized by

several authors |Il-13j. It has also been shown that the presence

•f toutrals in an inhomogeneous plasma can give rise to drift

instabilities even in cases when there is no electric field



present [I4,15j. Drift nodes have been shown to be
excited by for example finite resistivity Ql^] » heat

conduction L.17J and wave particle interaction effects fl8] along

the magnetic field line:;. Clearlv dissipative effects parallel to

the lines of force provide the necessary mechanism for the onset

of these modes. In weakly ionized plasmas, for cases when Coulomb

collisions and wave particle effects are negligible, electron-neutral

collisions provide, in an analogous way, the necessary mechanism

for the onset of these types of instabilities.In a well known paper

by Hoh Q-9J , it was further shown that plasma neutral, gas

interaction effects in a plasma in crossed electric and magnetic

fields can give rise to an entirely new type of instability not

present in the two-fluid approximation. We will discuss this type

of instability in more details later.

In this paper we will consider velocity driven modes in

dense partially ionized piasras immorsad in strong magnetic

fields. In this connect! cr< corr.pav l:-on with experimental results

obtained in certain rote; t ing pi zana experiments are of interest

in the future. We will f rst conrji cier modes driven by a mass

motion perpendicular to the lines of force and the unperturbed

density and tamperatuie tjrad.ierr.f--. Previously Hoh [ 19 j and later

butindependeptiy Simon ĵ OJ have shown that the presence of neutral

gas in plasmas in crossed electric and magnetic fields can give

rise to instabilities. The ion drift motion, perpendicular to

the lines of force and perturbed electric field, will lag somewhat

behind the electron drift motion due to the larger frictional

force excerted on the ions by the neutral gas. This gives rise to

charge separation effects which tends to amplify the perturbations.

This instability arises when the unperturbed electric field is

parallel to the unperturbed density or temperature gradients. The

relative velocity between ions and electrons, due to the neutral

drag force, is equal to a factor v-»n/(
w • + v- ) times the E * B

drift l_19j. Here v. is an effective collision frequency between

ions and neutrals and w . is the ion gyro frequency. We will

mainly be interested in crises when v*.. /w . « 1. In these cases

the relative velocity between ions and electrons becomes

vanishingly small and tne rxvoe.ssdry driving mechanism:-; for the

instability vanishes.



However, ao pointed cat fcy Mor? > ;21U, charge separation effects

can also arise fiorn the fact that the ion and electron drifts

parallel to the perturb—.1 electric field differs due to the larger

frictional force execrita on the iona.In the limit v. /& .•••'! this
11Y Cl

effect becomes much more important than the charge» separation effect

discussed by Siinon and Hoh [~19-20]. Tr. the present paper we will

consider this type of instability,which can occur for cases when the

electric field is either parallel or antiparsllel to the unperturbed

density or temperature ivrad tents . Jn particular we will coriisök;r

the effects of finite iv.i..h-;f ;vi'.v, vir-cesity and he?t conduction

on those types of r.rd.-••-,4 i* will .:••• shewn that prese^cr oi neutral

gas gives rise not enl." to dostab; 1 i zi.-g effvrt.r, but also to

stabilizing o;f«cts S.J. ccrt.ain <...:.i-jr̂ c-r icnic.s.

Second, wt- will - >v Ldri t:<.. J:S driver by the transverse

gradient of the mass r. •>(.i<:.n perpend ! cular to t'Av lines of force

and uriDcrtarbed densi- • .i.-̂d t <::>.• •.•<. rarui r> qr-.dient.s. These typeii of in-

stabilities arise i ;u. r • •'•".dont ly ••! presence oi' neutral gas or not. It

will hr shown t;h«t \>\t -f ,i.j.'<•-.••:. ̂r<.. effectively '.j'.i'vnrĥ u by finite

viscosity and resist.) v i. • y f:ffecL; :;>.-• irately. Tliese effects

are in certain y.;v. :::;., :> r :. • o>:, ; .;';r'-n̂"i y enhanced on account

of playir:a~r>'u! ra.l qa^ '• n :c•raetior •''iJcot.K.

Finally, w;.- wil- ::. n^ir.er ;-•. r.p.s driven by a transverse gradient

of the streiTiing vel::.c,if/ done thy lines of force. These modes are

of the Kelvin Helmhcl^ type. Previous analysis of this type has

mainly been applicable to colli^ionless plasnus [22-24~j . D'Angelo

[24j has for example shown that KiIvin-Helmholz modes

are stabilized by compressibility, thermal motion of

the ions aiong the- J ines or force and finite Larmar

radius effects. In this piper previous investigations are

generalized to include effects oi importance in highly collisional

plasmas such as as finite resistivity, heat conduction and

viscosity.



2. Stability Analysis

2.1. Basic Equations and Starting Points

We will use the macroscopic fluiä equations for a

multi-component plasma immersed in a strong magnetic field. The

plasma is assumed to consist of three particle species,

electrons, ions, and neutral atoms. The analysis is carried out

within the low beta approximation assuming quasi-neutrality.

Neglecting ionization and recombination effects the charged and

neutral particle continuity equations are [25j

+ div(nv) = 0 (1)

3n
n ' ""'^J " ° W

Here n is the charged particle density, v is the charged

particle flow velocity, n is the neutral particle density

and v is the neutral particle flow velocity. The quasi-

-neutrality condition can be expressed as

div j = 0 (3)

Here j is the current density. The charged and neutral

particle momentum conservation equations are using simplified

expressions for the ions and neutral pressure tensors

n m dT ~ i ' B " grad r - nm..;(v~y ) + vi(grad) v (4)

= grad p nBi^ fv /v ) + iiiaraci;1 vn m -v£~ = - grad p - nBi^ fv /v ) + ii^iaraci;1 vn (5)



where m = m + m., m is the electron mass, m. is the ion

mass, d/dt is the convective derivative, § is the magnetic

field strength, p = p + p., p and p. are the electron

and ion scalar pressures, v = n o . w . o. is the cross

section for momentum transfer for ion neutral collisions, w.

is the mean relative thermal velocity between ions and neutrals,

V is the viscosity coefficient due to ion-ion collisions [26]

2 7 x in" 4 7 fn 2A 3 / 2 (inA)
2.7 10 2_l/2

B T ±

Here A is the mass number, A is the ratio between impact
% 2 2 2parameter and Debye length, f = w _/(u . + v..) v,, is the

Cl Cl 11 * H

ion-ion collision frequency \2b]

. - fi v in"8 n(2nA)
- 6 x 10 - I_ r r™_ ( 7 )

A /~Tr /

and u)ci is the ion gyro "requency, T. is the

ion temperature, nt is the neutral mass , p

is the neutral scalar pre

temperature, k is Boltzi

viscosity coefficient )1J

is the neutral scalar pressure, p = n kT , T is the neutral
rn n n n

temperature, k is Boltzmann's constant and y is the neutral

(8)

v_ « no, w. + n o w (9)
n in in n nn nn



Here o is the cross section for neutral-neutral collisions

and w the mean thermal velocity of the neutrals. We will

also use Ohm's generalized law which can be expressed as

•* •* •* j * B grad p

= E + v x B - : + +
ne ne

B * grad T (10)
e

Here n is the resistivity tensor, nw is the resistivity

parallel to the lines of force and n A is the resistivity

perpendicular to the lines of force |26J

n» = 65.3 —M~ ill) na = i.3xlO
2 - ~ ~ (12)

T

M~ ill) na = i.3xlO - ~ ~
Te T

T is the electron temperature, E is the electric

field strength, e is the electric charge.

The charged and neutral energy conservation equations are

neglecting ionizatior. and recombination effects and assuming

5 rf + v div(pv) + p div v = nmt . \> (v - v )
/. dx. £ in n

" I nk finv(Ti ' V *div



3 -*•

2 d i v ( ? n V + Pnd i v % " nm(l - « in>v(v - vn)

v(Ti -T n ) -d ivq n (14)

Here e. is the fraction of the frictional work between ions

and neutrals being absorbed by the ion gas, f. is the fraction

of heat being lost by elastic and charge exchange collisions,

q is the heat flow of charged particles, q = q + q

(15) qf - -X^grad^T (16)

where Xx heat conduction coefficient perpendicular to the lines

of force and \H is the heat conduction coefficients parallel

to the lines of force faT!

A, = 1.49 10 42f"2
A
 1/2

£nA (17) X, = 3.2 £ (18)
B Ti

Here v . is the effective collision frequency between electrons

and ions [26l

v . - 0.91 'iCf6 -n4#- (19)



q is the neutral heat flow

q ~-\ grad T (20)
Mn n ^ n

where A is the neutral gas heat conduction coefficient [27]

75 n k2T
A = n (21)

We shall consider a plane slab model in a rectangular frame

(x,y,z) with the main magnetic field in the z-direction. We will

assume that all unperturbed quantities depend on the x coordinate

only.

2.2. Modes Driven by Mass Motion Perpendicular to the

Lines of Force

We shall now consider modes driven by a sheared or

shearless mass flow resulting from an applied electric

field transverse to the lines of force. In Sec. 2.2.1 we

will specify the steady state and in Sec. 2.2.2. we

will derive the dispersion relation and stability criteria

for electrostatic modes.
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2.2.1. Sgecif ication_of _§teadjj_State

Using Eqs. (4)-(5) and (10) the electric field

transverse to the lines of force can be expressed as

dpi d p

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (22)

corresponds to the electric field which balances the diaznagnetic

drift motion of the ions in a system with vanishing mass motion.

The second and third terms are associated with mass motion in

a loss-free system an in a system with finite losses respectively.

The frictional momentum losses due to ion-neutral collisions

and viscous effects are balanced by the ^ * B force arising

from the current in the x-direction. Thus using Eqs. (4)-{5)

we find

V
t, (23)

, r nmvx. \i- uL ( h > +
-InmvxC + !i x." x.~ J ^

b n D o

Here xfc is a transverse scale length. Furthermore the neutral

gas is dragged along with the ions at a velocity

nmvx,
v T»— v (24)

nmvxb + Pn
 y



In deriving this exyr:es^Xon wt: pav«; used £q. 15). Due to neutral

viscous r-fffechs l_he neut.; a] -^IS is moved alone; with" a

sortewhat reduced velocity thar- that •:,'' the charged paitteles.

We will mainly he interested "Ir cas^s when v /r.-nvx. --• 1
it c

i.e. when the plasma and neutral g?.p sic strongly coupled which
• • ^

means thai; v » v. For vatec ĉ -n-z-rtnier/ĉ  we cerine a

parameter -x by

vy " vny ^ " vy ( 2 5 )

rarvxb • Jr(

T i d ö J ^ v c l i e ••; ; . f f ' . ; « • • i f ! -.; f r ; > r ;•••! ; - i : - v ' : n o - j t - a ' \ p ^ r t . i c l t - r

t i.=! i " i « x O " • ; < • ' : i . - " • • : ' i * 5 ) 1 ! • . " . • • . i ' O f f :':.'/; ' : ' : : • • : • :

\r - — - x — • ( p ; p i - ..-*•'•-••'• t •--•-) v ( ? 7 t

x B dx " e.B neBXv r

3 -!D

nrr,; ax

For *i itrpi j • : i ty UT; t cvr- hctr; •;:;sip'1'' Lh.st the e l e c t r i c f i e ld in
the y-iirec*- :on vt!T,i?aei-. K.j'»j..-r . 'specifications of a steady
8t.nt.e, i . e . rlenericr; e oi. :Jrr»s'.ty r̂-rf temperature



J2

on applied electric field, magnetic field strength, concentration

of neutrals etc will not be pursued in this limited analysis.

We will merely assume that an equilibrium exists and later

indicate in which parameter region stability can be achieved

for the specific modes under consideration.

2.2.2. Linear_Perturbation_AnalY§is

We will now consider electrostatic harmonic perturbations

of the form exp if(k x + k y + k k - ut)J . We shall assume

that u> is larger than a characteristic drift frequency but

less than the ion gyro frequency and the energy equipartition

frequencies. This last restriction implies that the

perturbed electron, ion and neutral temperatures are

approximately equal. Furthermore the analysis is restricted

to perturbations with transverse wave lengths being much

larger than the ion gyro radius but less than or of the order

of the density or temperature scale lengths.

Let us first consider cases when|dUnT)/d(£nn)l << 1. In

the perturbed state we find combining the qufcsi-neutrality

condition Eq. (3) and the momentum balance for charged particles

Eq. (4)

/B i" '̂  2 * dv
div 4—5 x lgrad p - u(grad) v + nm —

LIT L ' dt

n + nnn) (v - vn) + nnnmUv - vfi) || + div jz=Q (29)

Here a curved bar K) denotes perturbed quantities and £ * o. w.

Now just noticing that in our model the lines of force are

straight we find
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* grad p) = 0 (30)

Further Ohm's generalized law Eq. (10) yields

B * grad \p B * grad p. n grad p
1 + * _ _±___ (3i)

Here f denotes the perturbed potential.

Now using this expression for ^ we find to lowest order

liv F ldiv --=• * u (grad) "v = - --,— 9 (32)
L ^ J B

<nm g)J - - [i(U - kyvy)

k k ran dv
(33)

dx

Here k^ « k^ + k2 . The continuity equation for charged

particles Eq. (1) can be expressed as using Eq. (31)



- kyvy

Here

2nkTnxkx
2

V

In the strong coupling approximation i.e. vR = v, see

Appendix A,we find from Eq. (34)

n

Now u s i n g E q s . ( 2 5 ) , (34) and (36) we f i n d

d i v {— •< \mF, (n n + nnM) (v - v ) } =
B2 L n n n J

14

J ^ - » (34)
B ax J

k k m a v nn I d(j,nn) d (X.nn )
J>LX jL-J} ( + P_. ) £ ( 3 7 )

l<* - k y V y + i U ' n p ) B d )C d X
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Furthermore as shown in Appendix A

R r *+ 'i "i r n
div {—~ x inn £m(v - v ) } = | -i (to - k v )—-5

B z L n n J : > " B £

4
k, k k n m dvn s x _̂ __n n v
B B' dx

(oj-k v +io) )B dx dx nmv
y y nP

( 3 8 )

We have here slso used the fact that the plasma and neutral gas

are strongly coupled also in the unperturbed state. From Ohm's

generalized law Lq. (10) we find

^ i kz - ^

j, - - — ty> - —) (39)
n,, ne

Consequently the last term on the left hand side of Eq. (29) can

be expressed to lowest order as

N k ^
d.1.v j_ * — f (40)
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Now combining Eqs. (29), (30), (32), (33), (37), (38) and

(40) we find after normalization in terms of characteristic-

frequencies

(w + i«a + iu - iw- ) + - = 0 -" (41)

np

Here tu = to - k v

k k dv

K± dx

_ y k k av r dUnn) dUnn )•;

n m L dx dx

A 2 k z R 2

A. (45) U J = -^ (46)

w = (47)

with m = in (1 + n m /nm) and M = y + p . The final dispersion
relation can thus be expressed as
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(48)

The stability criteria are given by

(49)

oi,, + atu T "UP
 T wx " ^dv > u (50)

The procedure for deriving the stability criteria is outlined in

Ref. [3]. Kote that the stability criteria given by inequalities

(49) and (50) are only valid in the limit |d(£nT)/d(tnn)| << 1.

In the opposite limit i.e. |dUnT)/d(tnn)| >> 1 the relevant

stability criteria can be derived in an analogous way. We then find

12 np

np A >r dv
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Here

n m dT dxc
(53)

(54)

, = L J (A + AA ) (55)
A 3k(2n + n ) n ( '

A physical interpretation of the different terms in the stability

criteria will be given in Sec. 3.1.

2.3. Modes Driven by Mass Motion Parallel to the Magnetic Field

We shall now procede investigating modes driven by mass flow

along the lines of force. It is assumed that the mass flow

arises due to finite pressure gradients parallel to the magnetic

field. In Sec. 2.3.1. we will specify certain characteristics

of the steady state and in Sec. 2.3.2 we will derive the

dispersion relation as well as the final stability criteria

for electrostatic modes.
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2.3.1. §£§cification_of_SteadY_State

Assuming that a steady state exists and using the momentum

balance ecuations for the charced and neutral particle species,

Eqs. (4)-(5), we can derive t*ie following expressions for the

mass flow of charged and neutral particles parallel to the

magnetic field

2 2 , 2 ,
x, , nmvx, dp nmvx, dt

„ _ _ _R f/ij. b, b w. j . t-r. v

2 r 2 , 2
x, nmux. dp nmvx, c

vnz " "I j (i+ - ) ~ + " " I (57)

i \ J. r»( J.,. i
 J d z »i c

2
We will mainly be interested in cases when nmvx,/)i . . >> 1,

i.e. when the charged and neutral particle fluid motions are

strongly coupled. If we assume that there is no net current

along the lines of force thei. by necessity there exists an

electric field parallel to thn magnetic field

Other quantities of interest can be obtained from Eqs. (22),

(23), (27), (28) in the ]imit v - 0. Similarly as in

Sec. 2.2.1. we will not in details specify the steady state.

We will just assume that an equilibrium exists and later

indicate stability boundaries in parameter space.
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2.3.2. Linear_Perturbation_AnalY§is

Throughout this section we will make use of the same

assumptions as was xrad« ir Sec. 2.2.2. For simplicity we will

further assume |d(£nT) ,'d (Ann) | << 1. Proceeding in a similar

way,we start off by combining the qua;I-neutrality condition

Eq. (3) and the momentum balance equation for the charged

particles Eq. (4) ir. the perturbed state

div {—j x [grad p ~ p(grad) v + nm — + nmv (v - v )] } +
B

+ div i_ - 0 (59)

Now combining Eq. (59) with Eqs. (30), (32), (33} (38) and (39),

as derived in Sec. 2.2.2., but also taking into account effects

associated with mass flow parallel to the lines of force we find

after trivial rearr^r.qements of terms

k2kT ,v
—— n = O (60)
nnne

Here w = w - k v . Nov; the momentum balance equations,

Eqs. (4)-(5), parallel to the lines of force for charged and

neutral particles can be expressed in the perturbed state in

the following way



nm dt~ = ' i k z p " r j n v < v
Z " V nz ) " y "

dv *> % % "u

We will consider the strong coupling limit i.e. v = v . This

can be shown to be a good approximation in the parameter ranges of

interest. Combining Eqs. (61)-(62) we then arrive at the following

expression for v also assuming n /n < 1

s _ x.
(a) + iu) ) n B(ui + iu) ) dx

Here c^ = 2kT/mc and

Here Uc = Pn
 + V and M = ^

Now combining Egs. (1), (31) and (63) we find

u k
(0 = - — — (64)
V nm^

k dn k k_n dv

Bw dx B(>\> + in» )(») dx
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Here

= u + iM - - 2_ (66)

(67)

Combining Eqs. (60) and (65) we arrive at the following

dispersion relation after normalization in terms of characteristic

frequencies

) + iu l l + - 2 + EX— = 0 (68)
V * fil . * _ ^ 1

Here

kTk dn

-, fcTJc k_ dv .
u

2 = H-2 « (70)
pv eB BIT
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We can now write the dispersion relation, Eq. (68), in the

following form in the limit ! u> /w^| << 1

w3 + i^w 2 + A ^ + iA3 = 0 (71)

Here

A, = u + w" + w +o) (72)
1 V M X np

&_ = -u: u" - u)"w - u - ai"w - u w — o> w _ (73)
2 u u u x s ii up v np x np

2 2 2
3 y s x p v x s

Now the stability criteria can formally be written A. < 0 and

A_ - Â fij * °« Using the definitions of the t. parameters we

find the following equivalent stability condition

_ _ (0(4) Ui"hi W

2 2 H U S \> V np A i-ie\

XX

©
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Ul

•)P u u +
u nP

+ 01 +
y

U V

+ (I)
JL\ .

(bi"u
u nP

> 0 (76)



3. Discussion of Results

3.1. Modes Driven by Mass Motion Perpendicular to the

Magr.atic Field Lines

Let us first consider cases when we can neglect the velocity

shear. We can then put w , = 0 in the stability criteria given

by the inequalities (49)-(52). Let us farther assume that

!d(lnT)/d(lnn) | << 1. The relevant stability criteria are then

given by the inequalities (49) and (50). In this case inequality

(50) becomes automatically satisfied since u(, u and u

are by definition positive. Consequently inequality (49) becomes
2

the relevant stability criterion. Here the term u corresponds

to a destabilizing effect which arises due to combination of

mass motion perpendicular to the lines of force and plasma-neutral

gas interaction effects. Note that the associated instability,

is not present in a two-fluid theory. A necessary condition for

the onset of this type oi: lnatsb.i. Lity is the presence of a third

fluid, neutral -.ids. From the quo p.i -neutrality condition Eq.(29) one

can easily show that this instability arises due to cnarge

separation effects associated with plasma neutral gas friction

effects parallel to the perturbed electric field. Note that this

effect is considerably reduced in the strong coupling limit, which

is of main interest in the present analysis. Furthermore this type

of instability arises independently on whether the applied electric

field is parallel or antiparallel to the unperturbed density or

temperature gradients contrary to the Simon and Hoh instability

[19,20]. The direction of the electric field versus the unperturbed

density or temperature gradients only determines the direction of

propagation of the unstable modes transverse to the magnetic

field. Furthermore the last terms on the right hand side of

inequality (49) correspond to stabilizing effects which arise due

to a joint viscous-resistive pressure [~1»2] and a joint

resistive-re.si£.tive pressure effect [2_| discussed in previous

papers. One can now easily show that the most difficult modes

to stabilize are of the flute type and correspond to transverse

wavelengths of the order of the transverse scale length x^.



Consequently the critical transverse velocity v can be

expressed as

8TT nkTnx u + v> rv»M.,«\ d ( l n n ) - i - l
•C 3 i( R) dd.nn) n_ ( }

y «2 2 n dtf d*
B x, o n *- AJ

We have here actually put k - k - T/X^-

For the case that temperature gradient effects are more

important than density gradient effects, i.e. |d(lnT)/d(lnn)| >> 1.

the relevant stability criterion is given by inequality (51)

instead. In this case additional stabilizing effects are introduced

associated with joint viscous-heat conduction and

joint resistive-heat conduction effects corresponding to

the terms w u>, and u a>. respectively. In an analogous wav we

find

vy = ä
" b

^ jPI"1 (78,

The present "critical velocity" vc>f should not be confused with

v = T2e$./m., which sots another limit to plasma velocity,

possihly having the form of an instability. Here 0. denotes
c

the ionization potential. In Figs. 1-3 we plot v versus
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density for typical parameters of high density rotating plasma [28]

only considering cases when 'd(lnT)/d(lnn)[ << 1. As is evident from

inspection of Figs. 1-3 the stability properties improve for

increasing density and for decreasing concentration of neutrals,

temperature in the boundary regions and magnetic field strength.

This can be understood from the following arguments. Let us only

consider cases when u >> y.. The critical transverse velo-

city given by Eq. (77). Here the term labelled (l) scales
3 -1/2 -2proportional to n T B , noticing that a scales proportion-

al to n x. Further the term labelled Q ) scales pro-

portional to x. . Consequently v scales
3 —1/2 -2 ••

proportional to n T ' B * in the limit "n/
n << 1 and

v ./w << 1. This partly explains the obserbed scaling. The weak

dependence of vc on the concentration of neutrals in certain

parameter ranges as shown m Fiqs, 1-3 is due to the fact that

in these cases i^Ai^-' i is not strictly true. Note further

that the critical velocity scales only very weakly with boundary

layer thickness i.e. proportional to x, .

Let us now continue, by COPS t Jer inn modes driven by velocity

3hear. We can thus put uZ ~ 0 in the stability conditions one:

easily convinces oneself that also in this case the relevant

stability criteria is given by inequality (49) or (51). In the

limit OJ O these ir.equal.it. es are identical yielding as a

necessary condition for stability u < u + to . Consequently

viscous and resistive effects, associated with the terms

di and u) have a stabilizing influence on these types of modes.

The most difficult modes to stabilize are also in this case of

the flute type and are characterized by transverse wavelengths of

the order of the transverse scale length. We thus find that the

critical velocity shear dvv/dx is given by

dx (79)
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Note that dv /dx does not depend on the ratio ddnn) /d(lnT) .

In the limit u /y <' 1 we find that dv^/dx scales proportional
1/2 —2 ? n c

to n T ' n x, z , in the limit vn/v << 1 and v.,/u ,<<1 dv /dx
scales like nB T ' xf and finally in the limit u /u < i

c -1 5/2 -2 n

and uici/v . << 1 dVy/dx scales like n T ' xb . In Figs. 4-6

we have illustrated the dependence of dv"/dx on n , T, and B

in parameter ranges typical for high density rotating plasmas [_28J .

3.2. Modes Driven by Mass Motion Along the Lines of Force

From the results in Sec. 2.3.2. one can easily show that a

shearless mass flow along the lines? of force does not give rise

to any new instabilities within the limits of applicability of the

theory outlined. The characteristic frequencies just appear to

be Doppler shifted by an amount proportional to k v . However/

if the macroscopic fluid velocity parallel to the magnetic field

lines is sheared new instabilities might possibly arise, of the

so called Kelvin Eelm̂ o.Lz type. Tf one first; would consider a very

simple case tieMjlect J ny ,i.l I diss:; pat ive effects one would arrive

at a stability condition equj va.'ien;\ to inequality (V;). The

stability condition, would then <:.:-:•; ont ially read, also considering
i 2 ' ?

finite ion yyro radius effects, w..".. - <>:c. - w < 0.

Here the first two terms are identical with the first two terms
2

in inequality (75>. This is a well known result j24j. The term u>

is associated with the destabilising effect arising from the

sheared mass flow along the lines of force. The second term

corresponds to a stabilizing effect associated with compressibility
2

effects. The term <»n corresponds to the usual stabilizing
finite Larmor radius effect. In the present analysis we have

assumed characteristic frequencies being larger than a charac-

teristic drift frequency. Consequently, in this approximation

finite Larmor radius effects become unimportant. Note that w
2 2 ? v

is proportional to k whereas *.:* is proportional to k, .

Consequently, for sufficiently short wavelengths along the lines

of force, this mode is always stabilized. If we now include

dissipative effects the situation becomes somewhat more
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complicated. The relevant stability criteria is now given by

either inequality (75) or (76). Let us only discuss cases when

the relevant criterion is given by inequality (75). Analogous

conclusions can be drawn for cases when inequality (76) gives

the most severe restriction. In order to evaluate critical

characteristic quantities in this case however one has to rely

upon numerical computation. Now returning to inequality (75)

we conclude that additional stabilizing effects are introduced

when we take into account dissipative effects. These stabilizing

effects arise due to coupling between parallel and perpendicular

viscosity, Co»lomb diffusionfresistive and compressibility effects

associated with the terms u , w" w
n p'

 tc- an<3 '«-' respectively.

Note that the terms labelled (T) in inequality (75) is

proportional to k r, the termr- labelled (T) and (T) are

proportional to k" whereas the terms labelled @ and (5/

are independent of k. . Now, in order to find the most difficult

modes to stabilize!, we optimi'/.u the difference between the term

labelled (T) and the sum of the terms labelled (zj and (5)

with respect to k. . One also oasJUv convinces oneseli. that the

most dancpiroi's nodes are ch* vaoceriz-.-a by transverse scale

lengths, of the order of ch« boundary layer thickness. We thus

arrive at the following exprr.vaion for th? critical velocity

shear dv^/dx along the line of force

The critical velocity shear as a function of density, magnetic

field strength, concentration of neutrals and temperature is

illustrated in Figs. 7-8 for parameter ranges typical of high

density rotating plasmas [2B] • In this particular example we have

actually considered both the inequalities (75) and (76),
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minimizing numerically in both cases the velocity shear with

respect t^ k , k , k . For tve numerical data choosen it

turns out that ineuqlity (75) poses the most severe restriction

on the velocity shear. Consequently the critical velocity

shear is given by eq. (80) for the parameter ranges of interest.

From inspection of Figs. 7-8 we arrive at similar conclusions

concerning the scaling with density, magnetic field strength,

and temperature as in the case of modes driven by a shearless

mass flow perpendicular to the lines of force discussed in

Sec. 3.1. Consequently the stability properties improve for

increasing density as well as for decreasing magnetic field

strength and temperature.Note?howeverythat the stability properties

improve for increasing concentration of neutrals. This is contrary

to what was found for modes driven by shearless mass flow

perpendicular to the magnetic field.
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4 • Conciusions arc) Surnary_

We have derived s^abiii-'y <_-rit.en.a for elec' rostati i:

modes driven by mass motion reioendiculoir and parallel 1.o

the lines of force .is, Mr;My _o i l.i sionaL nlasmas penetrated

by neutral gas. In oases v;hen there is a mass motion perpen-

dicular to the lines of force with negligible velocity

shear a destabilizing effect arises due to plasma

neutral gas interaction effects. This effect is similar

to the destabilizing effect discussed in previous papers by

Hofc., Simon and Morse. In the present analysis the destabi-

lizing effect arises due to charge separation effects asso-

ciated with the neutral drag force parallel to the perturbed

electric field as discussed by Morse and as opposed

to the charge separation effects associated with the neutral

drag force perpendicular to the perturbed electric field

and unperturbed naanetic field as discussed by Simon and

Cl 9 2 o"f. . J " J - i , it ha.; heoTi shown that a destabilizing effect

arises re^ardls.-^ vrr.'.her the applied unperturbed electric field

being parall* 1 or •• -it; yarsliel to the unperturbed density and

temperature •_; :fi'lio~tc:, Th.it is contrary to the neutral

drag instability ai ŝ iisse-J by Hoh end Simon1- ''"->. As

discussed ir; se1. ?.r J i iirevioas wapers piasma-noutral gas

interaction cff:r:-t-, c--il:•••:- yivr" rise to stabilizing effects

in combination >.r --r v.iious cissipative effects Q.-5] . For cases

when Id (lnT) /d (l^n)'; << 1 tĥ .-re is a strong stabilizing effect

due to a joint \'x -CJ"?:- re?;i .-tive pressure effect •-• for

modes convcc'.i."'. ;"':ric)vijuLr:.r •:.o the lines of force. For

modes convert.:n-r •;• '.c; g tV.i- liiicn of force there is in addition

a stabilizing re-i.-L.vc-rtLU stive pressure effect [l~\ . For cases

when JdO nT) >'r; i \_n- '\j-, ; st^onr, staoilizir.g viscous-heat conduction

and resist ivr---.̂ .--1 cr^vi';* icir, effects also become opera-

tive . N-..-:-.c- t'r̂ t tfiscoU) and heat conduction effects are en-

hanced O P nc'2 v.-,': ?:f pl::S:ic n*."i+ral gas interaction effects. In the

limit ld(lr,T)/d«'1 an*! — J the relevant stability criteria are

giver by th~ n,-••• -i•• .• i c;icr (4c»)-{50) and in the limit

|d(inT)/c (Irm); . • \ ,.-.- ; ---|Vi3] ; - = es (">!)-f52).



Furthermore, it has been shown that the most difficult

modes to stabilize are of the flute type and are characterized

by transverse wavelengths of the order of the boundary layer

thickness. The critical velocity which has to be exceeded in

an unstable state in the limit Id (inT) ,/d(lnn)l << 1 is aiven

by Ea. (77). In the limit, id (InT) /d (infl) I >> 1 the critical

velocity is given by Eq. (78).

We have also considered modes driven by a velocity shear

perpendicular to the lines of force. The presence of neutral

gas is not a necessary condition for the onset of this insta-

bilities, in contrary to the previous case. It has been shown

that modes driven by velocity shear are stabilized by viscous

and resistive effect.-». Also in thi.s case the most »

difficult modes to stabilize ire of the flute type and are

characterized r > t: >•" an averse wcv-^p.i-Tcha ô r the order of the

boundary layer tl'tckncRs, . The critical velocity snear is given

by Eq. (71*) .

Furvf.ermor-.:. we b<T"~-? .-•• .'.so coc^i-Aored nodes of the Kelvin-

Heimholz tyne. driven by a PVIS.S motion parallel to the lines

of .fence. Actually the velocity shear perpendicular to the

lines of force is responsibly for (-.he onset of this instabi-

lity. Ir. collisionless plasma it has been previously shown

that stabilizing effects arises due to compressibility asso-

ciated wi_h the thermal motio i along the lines of force and

finite ion gyro radius effects. In highly collisional plasmas

it has been shown in the present analysis that

additional stabilizing effects arise for modes with

a finite as well as with an infinite extension along

the lines of force. These stabilizing effects arise

due to coupling between dissipative effects such

as viscosity, resistivity and compressibility effects.

It has been shown that the most difficult modes to stabilize

are characterized by a finite extension along the lines of

force and a transverse extension of the order of the boundary

layer thickness. The relevant stability criterias are given

by the inequalities {"^i and (76). One could imagine cases

vfhen either of the criteria become? the relevant one. For cases

when the relevant criteria is giver, by inequality (75) one



can perform the. oi'tircî at KT. procedure with respect to k

analytically and obtain closer expressions for the

critical velocity shear given by Eq. (80). In the case that

inequality (76) becomes the relevant stability criteria one

has to rely upon numerical techniques.

Finally, we have illustrated the critical velocity and

velocity shear perpendicular and parallel to the lines of

force in stability diagrams for a set of data typical of a

highly collisional rotating plasma penetrated by neutral gas.

Comparison with experimental results obtained in dense rotating

plasma experiments are of interest in the future.
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Appendix A

Plasma Neutral Gas Coupling Etfects

Let us first define two coupling parameters H and H
x y

vnx " Hxvx ( A 1 ) vny - Hyvy (A2)

We can then show also using Eq. {31) that to lowest order

div {S^ xjninv (v-vn)]} = ^ (kj - H kj - Hkhjp (A3)
o Jr Jr * •

In order to find explicit expression for H and H we use
x y

the particle and momentum balance for neutral particles

neglecting for simplicity all temperature variations. We then

arrive at the following set of equations

(nmv + il.JcT <x. ) v - w + ik^kT^c ov^,, » nmv v^ (A4)

i k y k T n a l v nx + ( n m v + ikykTn0 l2 )^ny = n m v U+6)vy (A5)

Here o 4 - nnkx U - i [d< lnn n ) /dx ] /k x >/ ( u -k y v n y )

We will later specify 6.
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Using Eqs. (A4)-(A5) we can find the following expression

for H_ and Hx 1

_ naiv r « »
"x = ~W

B « 2»v f i ( l+«) p2- kT a, + ranv*+ ik kT o, 1^ N j _ knl x n l j (A7)
, I I A X. IK i I

nmv (nmv + ikx kTnax + ik kTn«»2) <A8)

We have here Used the fact that to lowest order

v » i * grada}fe . For cases when 6 <<l, v k /nmv << 1

and »n m /vnm « 1 one can easily show that H £ 1 and

H s 1. ConsequentJy, the plasma and neutral gas fluid

motions are strongly coupled i.a. vn = v.

We can nov. include effects associated with the zero order

fluid motion perpendicular to the lines of force in the

strong coupling approximation by defining

d ( l n n )
( A 1 0 )



Now inserting the expressions for Hv and H,, given by
x y

Eqs. (A6)-(A7) into Eq. (A3) we find to lowest order after

a large amount of algebra

S r * * •» T **2 yn
div {-j x[nn.v(v-vn)]} = -i (o.-kyv J n ^ -y- + —

t nmv u k.
x /-, xi * •
fi2

 l nmv

Using the definitions of the 6 parameter we finally find to

lowest order

div fL x [nn,v(v-vn)]> . {-i(»-Vny
)nn^. 4 " + ^T~

r'i. d vny . " x ' V " 1 ' " Y
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Legends to Figures

Fig. 1 Critical velocity perpendicular to the lines of

force as a function of ion density for various

values of magnetic field strength and concentration

of neutrals. T = 4*10 K

Fig. 2 Same as in Fig. 1 but with T = 2xl05 K

Fig. 3 Same as in Fig. 1 but with T = 106 K

Fig. 4 Critical velocity shear perpendicular to the lines

of force as a function of ion density, magnetic

field strength and concentration of neutrals.

T = 4xio4 K

Fig. 5 Same as in Fig. 4 but with T = 2xl05 K

Fig. 6 Same as in Fig. 4 but with T = 10 K

Fig. 7 Critical velocity shear parallel to the magnetic

field as a function of ion density for various

values of temperature and concentration of neutrals

for a fixed magnetic field strength B • IT

Fig. 8 Critical velocity shear parallel to the magnetic

field as a function of magnetic field strength
21 —3

for a fixed ion density n » 10 m for various

values of the temperature and concentration of neutrals.
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STABILITY ASPECTS OF PLASMAS PENETRATED BY NEUTRAL GAS

WITH RESPECT TO VELOCITY DF.IVEN MODES
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A study of the stability properties of dense partially ionized

plasmas immersed in strong magnetic fields with respect to velocity

driven modes are presented. First we will consider modes driven by

mass notion perpendicular to the lines of force and the unperturbed

density and temperature gradients. It will be shown that the

presence of a third fluid, neutral gas, given under certain

conditions rise to unstable modes. This type of instability arises

independently or whether the applied electric field transverse to

the lines of force, driving the mass motion, being parallel or

antiparallel to the unperturbed density and temperature gradient.

We will show that the presence of neutral gas also corresponds to

stabilizing effects which, in certain parameter regions, result in

a quenching of this instability.

Further, we will also investigate modes driven by velocity

shear perpendicular to the lines of force. It will be shown that

these types of modes are effectively stabilized by viscous and

resistive effects. These effects are in certain parameter ranges

strongly enhanced on account of plasma-neutral gas interaction

effects.

Finally, we will also investigate modes driven by velocity shear

parallel to the lines of force. In collisionless plasmas these modes

are stabilized by compressibility effects parallel to the magnetic

field and by finite Larmor radius effects. We will show that

additional stabilizing effects arise in dense collisional plasmas

due to coupling between various dissipative mechanisms.

The dependence of critical velocity and velocity shear

perpendicular and parallel to the lines of force on ion and neutral

density, magnetic field strength and temperature are illustrated

graphically for numerical data typical of high density rotating

plasma experiments.

Key words; Partially, ionized plasmas, stability, velocity driven

modes, Simon Hoh instability, velocity shear driven modes, Kelvin

Helmholz instability, resistivity, viscosity, heat conduction.


